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Drawing
Ground-Zero of the Creative Process   

Lake Shore Drive (Rough sketch), 1990
Eagle 314 pencil on paper

Source: Author photo from 104th floor of Hancock Building, Chicago

The above sketch was drawn in studio from the source photo only. How-

ever, I prefer to work up several rough sketches on location and do the 

finished drawing or painting in studio from those sketches and photos.

(Whereabouts of Finished drawing unknown)

Sketching
There is a difference between being a draftsman and an 

artist. Anyone can learn to draw with proper instruc-

tion, discipline, and practice. Though one can be taught 

about art theory, perspective, color, composition, and 

techniques, etc., one cannot be taught to be an artist. I 

believe that the artistic-genus resides in the heart and 

soul of all people, implanted in them by their Master 

Artist Creator. 

I also believe that the artistic-genus will not find 

coherent expression without proper training in draw-

ing. Without the ability to draw, one cannot adequate-

ly depict ideas/concepts (even the ones that exist in the 

imagination) that are begging to find a voice.

Development as an artist actually begins while a little 

crumb cruncher, scribbling crayons and paints on any 

and all surfaces within reach. (Kids can explain their 

seemingly random messes in great detail.) However, at 

some point, all proficient draftsmen and effective art-

ists got formal instruction followed up with years of 

daily practice in sketching. (Picasso claimed he started 

each day with over 100 warm-up sketches.)  I was fortu-

nate to have had years of solid, informal and formal 

instruction before being introduced to painting. 

1972 Los Angeles, Visual Arts Cen-
ter (coop). Working in fashion, pho-
tography, ceramics, and painting. 

1992 Santa Cruz, CA. Artist’s 
private photography, design, and 
painting studio. (PR catalog photo 
taken for a San Jose State Univer-
sity group show)



Drawings
Early and Student Work   

Cantaloupe, 1989
brush ink-wash and Pen & ink with standard pen nibs 

and handcarved bamboo pens on bristol board

Opposite: Pencil (Eagle 314) on paper. Rough sketch. Fig-

ures drawn from various Artist-sourced photos. The 

building interior and ticket counter were created.  



Drawings
Early and Student Work   

Anatomy Studies, 1988
Berol graded pencils on bristol board

This type of tight and focused work is a joy for me, occasionally. 
It can be a welcomed break from my usual expressive, energetic, and 

loose approach. Each piece took four to seven hours to complete. 
therapeutic. It satiates the compulsive side of my personality.    



Drawings
Early and Student Work   

Fly Rod (Steel, cork, and fiberglass study), 1982
Conte Crayon (Black and white) on bristol board

Opposite: Winter Creek, Pastel on blue Canson paper

Street sketches on location, pencil (Eagle 314) on paper



Drawings
Early and Student Work   

Apple Farm Series, 1993
Handcarved bamboo Pens & ink and brush ink-wash

on watercolor paper. (Whereabouts unknown)

Series included over a dozen drawings for a calendar.    



Landscape
Paintings: Watercolor and oil   

Coastal Barn, 1979
Oil on canvas (Whereabouts and source unknown)

Opposite (watercolors on watercolor paper):
Winter Scene (From an art instruction book): 32 x 42

Fall Barn (Source unknown): 22 x 30

Ukiah Church (Location painting): 22 X 30

Landscape/Seascape Painting
My undergraduate degree was in Studio Practice (Painting). I had been seriously 

drawing from age 9 or 10 (1960) and started painting landscape-realistic scenes 

around 1974. My early paintings were very amateurish. However, like drawing, the 

activity offered the best route to learning to see (Eye-brain-hand coordination) 

and develop mental discipline. As a result, I became a good draftsman and sold 

hundreds of landscapes. Over a span of 25 years, I was fortunate to have lived in 

Napa, Mendocino, Santa Cruz, Monterey, and Sonoma counties and would often 

draw and paint landscapes and seascapes on location.  



Landscape
Paintings: Watercolor and oil   

Hallmark Winter Scene, 1982
Watercolor on Watercolor Paper (Jeff Savage Collection)

Opposite:

Mount Lassen, Oil on canvas board, (Whereabouts unknown)

Three watercolor sketches Painted on location: 22 x 30

Noyo Harbor, Farm, and vineyard, all from Mendocino County.

Painting Medium
In my life, I have produced about two dozen oils, 

a dozen pastels, and well over 1,000 watercolors. 

Obviously, watercolor is my weapon of choice. I found 

that the use of oils allowed me too much room to go 

back and “fix” things. As a result, i overworked pieces 

and lost the creative spark, spontaneity, and fluidity 

that watercolor offers.



Abstract Mixed Media
Paintings: Watercolor and Acrylic Overlay   

Floral Pond, 1992
Watercolor with acrylic overlay, 32 X 46  (Private collection)

Opposite (watercolors with acrylic overlay):

Koi Fish (Jeff Savage Collection), 48 X 32

Floral (Last known Whereabouts: Miami, Florida): 30 x 40

Recycling Artwork
My trash contained many rejects. 

These three sat in the stack for 

months. I started to experiment 

with an acrylic overlay technique 

and went to the reject pile for 

practice material. After practicing, 

I tossed these in the reject pile a 

second time. Often, patron clients 

would stop by the studio and pick 

through the rejects. (It always 

tickled me that people would 

pay for my rejects.) “Koi Fish” still 

resides in Monterey, California, 

where I can visit it. 



Abstract Painting I
Around 1985, i became influenced 

by the work of Kandinsky, Miro, 

Frankenthaler,  and Pollock. My 

Midge Dance series draws heavily 

on Kandinsky with his complicated, 

symphonic compositions and line 

tension, and Pollock’s ambiguous 

depth-of-field and his elastic, 

surface treatment. 

In my Midge Dance Series and the 

Coffee Creek paintings of that series 

(following pages), I tried to create 

depth at several levels, exaggerated 

movement, and controlled chaos 

while maintaining a strong 

cohesive, compositional unit. 

Though the vertical/angular 

surface elements and the organic, 

free-flowing lines forcefully 

move out and off canvas, the 

composition holds, securely intact.

Abstraction I
Major Influences

Helen Frankenthaler: Plate 72, Already In A 
Gold Frame, 1982. Acrylic, 24 x 36

Jackson Pollock: Blue Poles. 1952. Enamel, aluminum paint with glass, 83 x 92

Jackson Pollock: Autumn Rhythm. 1950. Oil, 105 x 207

Wassily Kandinsky: Composition IV. 1911.
Oil, 64 x 104
Kandinsky used strong vertical and angular 
line imposed over bright and colorful organic 
backgrounds. Frankenthaler (below) presents 
a more subtle and more settled approach with 
subdued colors. The artists on this spread use 
very strong vertical elements along with aggressive 
textural treatment to draw attention to the surface, 
holding the composition together.



Abstract Paintings I
Expressionism: Midge Dance Series, 1988-89

The Race (Midge Dance Series) 1988
Watercolor on watercolor paper, 22 X 30

 (Phylis Moore Collection)

Series based on mountaineering expeditions in the Trinity Alps. The Midge Fly is an 

insect that hatches in high altitude lake/streams. In evening light, the water, trees, fish, 

bugs, and atmosphere seem to merge into one frenzied display of energy. For a magical 

hour or so, the shoreline teems with life at a hyper pace—pure pandemonium—until 

night temperature drops and everything settles down.

Exhausted (Midge Dance Series) 1989

Watercolor on watercolor paper, 22 X 30

Top: Coffee Creek IV, 30 x 22

Bottom: Coffee Creek XI, 28 x 42



Beyond Jackson (Midge Dance Series) 1989
Watercolor on watercolor paper, 36 X 52

 (Holly & Associates Collection)

Opposite (watercolors on watercolor paper)

Coffee Creek VII 1989, 22 X 30

Untitled (Midge Dance Series) 

1988, 30 x 22. This and 

“Beyond Jackson” (right page) 

are excellent examples of the 

push-pull effect achieved with 

heavy surface line and textural 

elements juxtaposed against an 

infinitely deep background field. 

The compositions are rock solid 

and create an exciting visual 

and emotional experience.

Abstract Paintings I
Expressionism: Midge Dance Series, 1988-89



Abstract Painting II
Around 1988, i became enamoured with the art of Miro, Picasso,

Diebenkorn, Frankenthaler, Thiebaud, Still, and Rothko. 

The right page shows two painters of the same era. Diebenkorn from the west 
Coast School and Frankenthaler of the New York School. Diebenkorn with his 
highly structured composition and strong, definitive line, and Frankenthaler 

with her organic line and fluid layering, all had strong influence on my 
artwork. My High Sierra Series came out of this study after 1991.

Joan Miro: Painting, Oil, 60 x 90
Joan Miro’s work, as well as Paul Klee’s of the Bauhaus, had 
a profound impact on my understanding of compositional 
tension and balance, and how to push the limits with 
shape, color, line weight, object size and placement, and 
tonal contrast.

Clockwise from top left:

Richard Diebenkorn
Ocean Park #139, 1985
Oil, 93 x 58

Richard Diebenkorn
Untitled, 1949
Oil, 54 x 32

Helen Frankenthaler
Plate 44, Untitled, 1975
Acrylic, 30 x 22

Helen Frankenthaler
Plate 35, Untitled, 1966
Acrylic, 14 x 10

Joan Miro: The Lark’s Wing, Oil, 77 x 51

Abstraction II
Major Influences



High Sierra Series (Untitled), 1994
Watercolor on watercolor paper, 30 X 22

Opposite (watercolors on watercolor paper)

Abstract Paintings II
Expressionism: High Sierra Series, 1992-95

Abstract Painting II
Most of the paintings in this 

series were painted for Silicon 

Valley corporate clients. 

They were large, sometimes 

painted on oversize rolls of 

watercolor paper. The series 

of 25 was displayed in a group 

show at the Chaminade 

Center, Santa Cruz, in 1994.



High Sierra Series, Untitled, 1993
(Private collection, Stanford, California)

Watercolor on watercolor paper, 52 X 36

Opposite (watercolors on watercolor paper)

Abstract Paintings II
Expressionism: High Sierra Series, 1992-95



High Sierra Series (The Veil, the
Entrance, the Meeting), 1994

Watercolor on watercolor paper

Opposite (watercolors on watercolor paper)

Abstract Paintings II
Expressionism: High Sierra Series, 1992-95



Figurative
Sketches and Paintings

Soccer Kids
Watercolor on watercolor paper

Opposite (watercolor on watercolor paper): Sourced from a 

magazine article on a famous Olympic gold medalist.

Figurative
It is imperative that an artist 

study, draw, and paint the 

figure in a live environment, 

preferably in a structured studio 

setting with a model and a 

veteran instructor close by.  The 

pieces shown here are excellent 

examples of balanced and well 

grounded figures. My figurative 

skills development started at 

age nine and continued for 25 

years, culminating in a three-

year stint in academic studio 

work consisting of four hours 

daily with hundreds of gestural 

and quick contour drawings, 

followed up with longer 

exercises and finished drawings 

and paintings. This discipline 

transfers over to all other 

areas of artistic endeavor.



Untitled
Watercolor on watercolor paper

Opposite: watercolor on watercolor paper,

and Colored pencils on Canson colored paper

Rough sketches from studio work with live models.

The Nude Model

I do not feel it necessary to use 

nude models to gain competence 

in drawing and painting the 

figure. The practice grew out 

of the European, so-called 

“enlightened” culture and has 

carried over into every art 

school. Remember, men were 

the artists of the Modern 

movements, and artists paint 

things that highly interest them.

Figurative
Sketches and Paintings



Untitled
Watercolor on watercolor paper

Opposite (Ink wash on newsprint):

Gestural 60-second sketches from studio 

work with live models.

Figurative
Sketches and Paintings



Figurative
The “Day After” Series

“Adam & Eve” Retitled “The Divorce” or “After the Fall”
Watercolor and salt on watercolor paper, 20 x 30

Opposite: Abstracted expressions of Adam and Eve’s attempt to regain 

their balance and upright themselves after their world radically 

changed. (Their progeny are no better at this, but never stop trying.) 

I attempted to illustrate the violent and deconstructive impact 

that resulted from their fateful decision.Self Portrait



Miscellaneous 

Figure: Watercolor on watercolor paper

Opposite:

Kouros Ad (markers on paper): Sourced from a magazine ad.

(First and last time I ever used markers. Was just curious if I could.) 

From Soccer Kids Series: Watercolor

Floral: Watercolor. I don’t remember doing this piece

or why I painted it.


